Tennis Match Results
LSU vs South Carolina
03/03/2023 at Columbia, SC
(Carolina Tennis Center)

#38 South Carolina 4, #34 LSU 3

**Singles competition**
1. #10 Ayana Akli (SC) def. #11 Kylie Collins (LSU) 6-2, 6-4
2. #44 Anastasiya Komar (LSU) def. #12 Sarah Hamner (SC) 6-4, 6-3
3. Nina Geissler (LSU) def. Gracie Mulville (SC) 6-2, 6-3
4. Safiya Carrington (LSU) def. Elise Mills (SC) 7-5, 6-3
5. Ana Cruz (SC) def. Nikita Vishwase (LSU) 5-7, 6-2, 5-0, retired
6. Misa Malkin (SC) def. Mia Rabinowitz (LSU) 6-4, 6-1

**Doubles competition**
1. Sarah Hamner/Ayana Akli (SC) def. #17 Anastasiya Komar/Nikita Vishwase (LSU) 6-2
2. Gracie Mulville/Alice Otis (SC) vs. Kylie Collins/Nina Geissler (LSU) 2-5, unfinished
3. Allie Gretkowski/Ana Cruz (SC) def. Safiya Carrington/Mia Rabinowitz (LSU) 6-2

Match Notes:
Order of finish: Doubles (3,1); Singles (6,2,1,3,4,5)